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Abstract

Measurement studies on the Internet topology show that connectivity of nodes exhibit power-law attribute. That is, the probability \( p(k) \) that a node is connected to \( k \) other nodes follows \( k^{-\gamma} \) (\( \gamma \) is a constant). Most researches on power-law networks have focused on investigating how to model the topology of the Internet, but it is apparent that only the degree distribution does not determine the network structure. For example, the structures of the router-level topologies using the working ISP networks are highly clustered; a node connects two or more nodes that also connected each other, while not in the AS topologies and existing modeling approaches. When we study the network-related control like routing control, the most important part is the network structure, so does the link capacity since the capacity dimensioning determine the cost of ISP networks. In this thesis, we study the link capacity in power-law networks. We first investigate that requirements for link capacity in several power-law networks. Among several class of power-law networks, topologies based on BA model require much less capacity than the randomly connected topology, however this is not true for ISP topologies. We next evaluate the link capacity by applying over-provisioning method, and observe that distribution of link capacity in power-law networks also exhibits power-law attribute. That is, power-law networks have a structural property such that large number of links requires low link capacity, while small number of links requires high link capacity. We therefore proposed a capacity dimensioning method that simply utilizes the structural properties by calculating the increase of traffic in case of single failures for each link. Evaluation results show that our proposed method reduces 40% of the amount of link capacity compared to the over-provisioning method.
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1 Introduction

Researches on the network control in the Internet have evaluated their validity on mesh–like networks that have relatively a small number of nodes or random networks in which the number of link connected to a node has a Poisson distribution. It has also shown that the network topology can have a significant effect on the performance of network control as well as network planning in ISP networks. However, measurement studies on Internet topology show that the connectivity of nodes exhibit a power–law attribute (e.g., see [1], [2]). That is, the probability $p(k)$ that a node is connected to $k$ other nodes follows $p(k) \sim k^{-\gamma}$. The fact that the Internet topology exhibits the power–law attribute has much impact on network researches because it has believed that the topology would not show power–law attribute since the Internet is highly engineered.

In recent years, considerable numbers of studies have investigated power–law networks whose degree distributions follow the power–law [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Here, the degree is defined as the number of out–going links at a node. The theoretical foundation for the power–law network is introduced in Ref. [9] where they also present the Barabashi–Albert (BA) model in which the topology increases incrementally and links are placed based on the connectivity of topologies in order to form power–law networks. More precisely, Barabasi and Albert presents a BA model in which the topology grows incrementally and links are attached to nodes based on a preferential probability, $\Pi(i) = d_i / \sum_j d_j$ where $d_i$ is the degree of node $i$. The resulting power–law networks have two main characteristics: (1) a small number of links are connected with numerous nodes, while a large number of links are connected with a few nodes, and (2) the number of hop–counts between nodes is small (small–world property). The characteristic of topologies attained with the BA model is further investigated by other researchers [6]. Bu and Towsley [10] compares the structure of the BA model with AS–level topology. Their results show that degree distribution as well as the cluster coefficient with the BA model does not match those with the AS topology because new ASs have a stronger preference for hub nodes compared to the linear preference used with the BA model. They then propose a new preferential probability, $\Pi'(i) = (d_i - \beta) / \sum_j (d_j - \beta)$, to generate AS–like topologies. $\beta (\ll 1)$ is a parameter that increase the preferential probability for high–degree nodes.

In addition to topological modeling for AS–level topologies, several researches focus on flow–level behavior. Goh et. al [6] pointed out that, under minimum hop routing, the distribution in the
number of node–pairs that pass through node \( i \), \( l_i \), also follows the power–law, \( P_L(l_i) \sim l^{-\sigma} \). Gkantsidis et. al \[5\] derives the lower bound of “congestion”, which is defined as the maximum number of demands that pass through a link in a power–law network. They show that when an approximate multicommodity max–flow min–cut theorem is used, the congestion scales as \( O(n \log^2 n) \) where \( n \) is the number of nodes. Akella et. al \[3\] shows how the congestion scales as \( n \) increases when single shortest path routing is used. The simulation and analytical results revealed that the congestion scales as \( \Omega(n^{1+\Omega(1)}) \), which implies that the congestion increases linearly as the number of nodes \( n \) increases. Fabrikant et al. \[11\] presents an FKP model for generating a power law graph. The model uses the incremental growth model, but the cost for link attachment is different to that for the BA model. The researchers introduce two distance–related metrics for the attachment: the physical distance of nodes, \( d_{ij} \), and the hop–distance to an initial or “root” node. The cost of attachment is the sum of these two metrics, but the physical distance is weighted by \( \alpha \). Depending on the value of \( \alpha \), the resulting topology creates phase transition between the star, exponential, and power–law graphs. The FKP model is further generalized in \[12\] so that AS–like topologies can be generated. These studies demonstrate that even if the degree distributions of some topologies are the same, more detailed characteristics are often quite different.

There are relatively few studies on router–level Internet topology. Actually, different to AS–level topology, each ISP constructs its own router–level topology based on strategies such as minimizing of the mileage of links, redundancies, and traffic demands. Heckman et al. \[13\] present parameter settings for topology generator tools, such as BRITE, TIERS, and GT–ITM, to construct ISP topologies. However, the topology they examined is a POP (point–of–presence) level topology. A pioneering work by Li et al. \[14\] has enumerated various topologies with the same degree distributions, and has shown the relation between the characteristics and performances of these topologies. With the technology constraints imposed by routers, the degree of nodes limits the capacity of links that are connected to. Li et al. also point out that higher–degree nodes tend to be located at the edges of a network, and they then demonstrate in an Abilene–based topology where the power–law network can actually be constructed by maximizing the throughput of the network with the technology constraints imposed by routers. Their modeling method in \[14\] provides a new insight in that the location of higher–degree nodes are not always located at the core of networks. Although Li et al.’s approach is significant, the Abilene network used in Ref. \[14\],
which is one of scientific networks, is different to other ISP networks as will be discussed in more
detail in Sec. 2. The main difference may come from the fact that scientific networks like Abilene
provide fewer opportunities to enhance their network equipment because of budgetary constraints,
while ISPs make their efforts on enhancement of networks based on their strategies. We therefore
focus on realistic ISP topologies such as the Sprint topology and AT&T topology.

Although studies on flow behavior in the AS–level topology and BA topology have been made,
it is not studied in the router–level Internet topology. ISPs assign higher link capacity than the
minimum of it for transporting current traffic volume to prevent over flow from traffic growth
and instantaneous traffic change. It has been observed in [15, 16] that the structural difference
much affects the maximum link utilization. Therefore, structural property much impacts on the
capacity dimensioning approaches, which is especially important on ISP topologies since cost of
link capacity is dominant in ISP networks.

In this thesis, we explore the capacity dimensioning approaches to offer efficient and reliable
communications in power–law networks. Currently, ISP simply over-estimate requirements of link
capacities (over-provisioning), but if we utilize the structural properties of power–law networks,
we can expect that much less capacity is required for some links. As we will discuss in section 3,
large number of links requires low link capacity, while small number of links requires high link
capacity.

Our next concern is reliability. A work in [17] demonstrates that the power–law structure
of BA topology easily makes the topology being disconnected when intentional attack occurs.
Here, the intentional attack means that nodes / links are broken down in an ascending order of
the number of connection that they pass through. The work also demonstrates that because there
are lots of nodes having low degree, the power–law structure is robust against random failures
where nodes / links are broken down randomly. As we previously discussed, the structure of ISP
topology is much different from AS and BA topologies. We therefore evaluate reliability of ISP
topologies that have power–law attribute. Surprisingly, our evaluation shows that ISP topologies
are more vulnerable than the BA topology, and increases requirements for link capacities in order
to accommodate the traffic detoured from the failed nodes/links. Thus, we propose a capacity
dimensioning method to achieve the efficient and reliable communication in ISP networks. It is
also shown that in power–law network, large number of links requires low link capacity, while
small number of links requires high link capacity. That is, power–law networks have a structural
property such that large number of links requires low link capacity, while small number of links requires high link capacity. We therefore proposed a capacity dimensioning method that simply utilizes the structural properties by calculating the increase of traffic in case of single failures for each link. Evaluation results show that our proposed method reduces 40% of the amount of link capacity compared to the over-provisioning method.

This thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related works for modeling the Internet topology and shows some fundamental properties of power-law networks. Section 3 evaluate the reliability in ISP topologies that have power-law attribute. We also evaluate the capacity dimensioning approaches used in the current Internet, and reveal the characteristics when the approach is applied to the topologies. Based on these results, we propose a new capacity dimensioning approach in Section 4. Finally Section 5 concludes the thesis.
2 Related works

2.1 Power–Law networks

It has been observed that the degree distribution of Internet topology exhibit power–law attribute [18]. Here, the power–law attribute of the degree distribution means that the probability $p(k)$ that a node is connected to $k$ other nodes follows $p(k) \sim k^{-\gamma}$. A theoretical foundation for the power–law network is introduced in Ref. [9] where they also presents the Barabashi–Albert (BA) model to generate power–law networks. However, more recent studies on Internet topology show that more detailed characteristics are often quite different [14]. In this section, we describe about the typical topology models that have power–law attributes, and show some fundamental properties of power–law networks.

2.1.1 Topologies based on modeling methods

There are many studies that focus on modeling methods for Internet topology. In this section, we first describe the ER (Erdos–Renyi) model in which links are randomly placed between nodes. We next introduce the BA (Barabasi–Albert) model in which the topology grows incrementally and links are placed based on the connectivities of the topologies to form power–law networks. We then clarify the fundamental property of power–law networks generated by BA–model.

**ER (Erdos–Renyi) model:** The ER model was designed by Erdős and Rényi to describe communication networks. They assumed that such systems could be modeled with connected nodes of randomly placed links usually called random networks. ER model uses two parameters for generating a topology; the number of nodes $N$ is given at first, and every two nodes are connected with the fixed probability $p$. Thus, the ER model generates a random network that does not have the power–law property. Using the above parameters, ER model generate a random topology by following steps.

Step 1: The node of $N$ piece is arranged

Step 2: The link is put at probability $p$ between all node pairs
Figure 1: Visualizations of ISP topologies: AT&T, Sprint and Abiliene topology
The probability $P(k)$ that a node has degree (number of links) $k$ is given as

$$P(k) = \binom{N-1}{k} p^k (1 - p)^{N-1-k}. \tag{1}$$

In addition, with large $N$ and small $p$, Eq. (1) becomes

$$P(k) = \lambda^k e^{-\lambda} / k!, \tag{2}$$

where $\lambda = pN$. From Eq. (2), the distribution of the degrees of the nodes in a random network generated by the ER model follows a Poisson distribution [19].

**BA Model:** Barabasi and Albert designed their model to emulate the growth of such large–scaled networks as the Internet. The BA model is characterized by two features that the ER model does not have: *Incremental Growth* and *Preferential Attachment*. Generating a topology is started with a small number of nodes $m_0$.

1. **Incremental Growth:** Add a new node at each time step.

2. **Preferential Attachment:** Connect the new node with two other different nodes, which are chosen with the probability $P_i$ ($k_i$ is the degree of node $i$).

$$\Pi(k_i) = k_i / \sum_j k_j. \tag{3}$$
Theoretical foundations have been investigated in [9, 8]. Reference [9] demonstrates that the BA topology has a characteristic that a small number of links are connected with numerous nodes, while a large number of links are connected with a few nodes (scale–free property.) Reference [8] shows that the number of hop–counts between nodes are small (small–world property.)

2.1.2 AS topologies

In the Internet, the degree distribution has been shown to follow the power–law at the AS–level [1, 2, 20]. Bu and Towsley [10] compares the structure of the BA model with AS–level topology. Their results show that degree distribution as well as the cluster coefficient with the BA model does not match those with the AS topology because new ASs have a stronger preference for hub nodes compared to the linear preference used with the BA model. They then propose a new preferential probability, \( \Pi'(i) = (d_i - \beta) / \sum_j (d_j - \beta) \), to generate AS–like topologies. \( \beta (< 1) \) is a parameter that increase the preferential probability for high–degree nodes.

2.1.3 ISP topologies

Li et al. [14] enumerated various topologies with the same degree distributions, and showed the relation between their structure and performances of those topologies. They pointed out that because of a technology constraint of commercial routers, high–degree nodes \(^1\) accommodate low–bandwidth access lines while lower–degree nodes accommodate high–bandwidth core lines because of technology constraints with commercial routers. Due to technology constraints, the hub node is located at the edges of the network, while in the AS–level topology the hub node is located at the core of the network. With a three–level hierarchical structure based on the Abilene network and the previously mentioned link capacity constraints, Li et al. show that there exists a topology such that the throughput of the topology is maximized while the degree distribution follows a power–law. In the Abilene–based topology presented in Fig. 6 (e) of Ref. [14], there are no redundant links between nodes (except in network cores), and a single node/ link failure will easily split the network, while the ISP topologies presented in Ref. [21] clearly include redundant links (see Fig. 1). Therefore, we cannot apply their modeling method to traffic flow level researches like routing control.

\(^1\)We call several nodes with a much larger number of outgoing links than other node as “hub nodes” without clear definition.
ISP topologies used in this thesis is obtained by trace–route based measurement [21]. Figure 4(a) and figure 4(b) shows degree distribution of AT&T and Sprint topologies, respectively. We observe that in either network, the degree distribution exhibit power–law with slope $\gamma = -1.7$.

2.2 Structural properties of network topologies

Structural properties of ISP topologies To compare how structure for router–level topology affects the basic properties of networks, we prepare three topologies that have the same number of nodes and links. For the router–level topology, we use topologies generated by the BA model and the ER topology generated by the ER model. The degree distributions for these topologies are shown in Figs. We can confirm that the degree distribution for the Sprint topology and AT&T topology follows a power–law. We use the following metrics for node $i$ to investigate the characteristics of topologies:

- $A(i), D(i)$: Average and maximum number of hop–counts from node $i$ to all other nodes. Hereafter, we will call the maximum hop–counts as diameters.
- $C_e(i)$: Cluster coefficient [22] for a node, which is defined as
  \[
  C_e(i) = \frac{2E_i}{d_i(d_i - 1)},
  \]
  where $d_i$ is the degree of node $i$, and $E_i$ is the number of links connected between node $i$’s neighbor nodes.

We also consider two centrality measures; degree centrality and betweenness centrality [19]. For each node $i$, degree centrality is defined as the degree of node $i$, and betweenness centrality is defined as the number of node–pairs that pass through node $i$. The cluster coefficient for each node is ranked in ascending order in Fig. 3(a). In the figure, the results of the Abilene topology are also presented. We can see that the cluster coefficient for the Sprint topology is much larger than that for the BA topology that is generated from BA model. Furthermore, the results in Figs. 3(a) and 3(d) show that lower–degree nodes are more highly clustered with the Sprint topology; a node with two out–going links always forms a cluster, while higher–degree nodes do not always have a high cluster coefficient. Other interesting observations can be seen in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), which show the diameter $D(i)$ and average distance $A(i)$ from each node; both with the Sprint topology
are larger than those with the BA topology. A node in the BA model tends to be connected to higher-degree nodes, and therefore any two nodes communicate with smaller hop-counts via the higher-degree nodes. However, the results for the router-level topology do not exhibit this effect. Since the average distance with the Sprint topology is larger than that with the BA topology, the small world property no longer hold with the router-level topology.

The Abilene topology shows quite different characteristics in Fig. 3(a). With the Abilene topology, the cluster coefficient is even lower than the BA topology, and the average path length is much longer than the Sprint topology and the BA topology. The reason for this is apparent in that the Abilene topology is three-level hierarchical topology. As previously discussed, the structure of router-level, especially ISP-level topologies, is very different from the BA and Abilene topologies. In the next section, we evaluate how these structural differences affect the performance of networks.

**Fundamental properties of ER and BA models** Figure 5(a) and figure 5(b) show complementary cumulative distribution functions $F(d)$ of node degrees $d$ in the topologies generated by the BA and ER models. There are 1,000 nodes. In the ER model, the connected probability $p$ to 0.002, which generates 2,066 links. In the BA model, the number of initial nodes $m_0$ is 2, and the number of additional links for each node growth, we add 2 links for the topology. The resulting topology has 1,997 links where the number of links is almost the same to the ER topology. Figure 5(a) is the results for BA model and Figure 5(b) is the results for ER model. Figure 5(b) shows that the distribution of node degrees of the random network approximately follows a Poisson distribution. On the other hand, in Figure 5(a), distribution of the degrees of the power-law network is approximately aligned on a log-log plot, which indicates the distribution follows the power-law.
Figure 3: The basic properties of the router–level topology: Comparison among Sprint, BA and Abilene topologies
Figure 4: Degree distribution of ISP topologies

(a) AT&T

(b) Sprint

Figure 5: Degree distribution of model–based topologies

(a) BA Model

(b) ER Model
3 Capacity dimensioning in Power–Law networks

In this section, we apply the over-provisioning approach as conventional capacity dimensioning method, and then evaluate requirements of link capacity in power–law networks. In the over-provisioning approach, we give a higher link capacity than the minimum of its requirements to convey the traffic. Hereafter, we will call over-provisioning approach as conventional capacity dimensioning method. In conventional capacity dimensioning method, we give a residual capacity on a link with the stable fraction for the amount of traffic on the link. The fraction of the residual capacity is selected based on experience. Usually, the residual capacity is added such that the link utilization would be within the range of 30% to 50%. In this approach, there is a possibility that we can decrease the amount of traffic in case of failures and the cost of link capacity by evaluating the amount of traffic that is increased by a failure, or by exploiting the structural property of power–law networks.

First of all, we evaluate the amount of investment and the resilience of the network against failures in the conventional capacity dimensioning method, and clarify the relationship between the required link capacity and reliability against network failures. Moreover we investigate the distribution of the bandwidth determined by the conventional capacity dimensioning method. In section 3.1, we examine the characteristics of the rerouted traffic by failures to clarify the property of the power–law network. In section 3.2, we discuss about the overview of conventional capacity dimensioning method and simulation models for evaluation. In section 3.3, we investigate what kind of the failures, and how many failures the network can tolerate by the conventional dimensioning method. We finally discuss about its relationship to the cost of capacity equipment.

3.1 Properties of power–law networks against failures

In this section, we clarify the behavior of the power–law network when a failure occurred. We evaluate the number of shortest paths on the link. In this case we consider the shortest paths between all node pairs. The shortest paths detour in case of failures. In such case, the number of node pairs on the link changes. A number of detoured paths may concentrate on a certain link. This number of paths are considered as the amount of traffic when the uniform traffic matrix are given in a network. We can explore the characteristics of the link load when failure occurred, by evaluating the distribution and the increase of the number of shortest paths.
We describe about the way to calculate the number of node pairs. The node pair is assumed to be the all node pairs, and the paths are consists of shortest paths. We count the number of there shortest paths over a link. The target topologies are AT&T topology, Sprint topology, the topology based on BA model and the topology based on ER model.

3.2 Property on load concentration

Figure 6 shows the distribution of number of shortest paths that passes through the link on the network when no failure occurs. The horizontal axis represents the number of node pairs that passes the link, and the vertical axis represents the complementary cumulative distribution function in terms of the number of shortest paths. This figure shows that the number of paths are widely distributed from the small number of paths to the large number of paths in the topology of AT&T and Sprint. On the other hand, in the ER topology, the number of shortest paths is narrowly distributed, and we observe that the number of shortest paths on the link is small. In topology generated by BA model, the distribution of the number of shortest paths that pass on the link also narrowly distributed like ER topology though it has the similar distribution of degrees to the one of ISP topologies.

We can say that ISP topologies have more a tendency that traffic concentrate on certain links than the case of BA topology. Therefore it is expected that if we increase capacities on links that traffic concentrate, the resilience of networks increases. The ER topology has a narrow distribution of the number of shortest paths, the resilience will be increase by simply increasing the capacity of links uniformly. In the BA topology, since it has narrower distribution of number of shortest paths, relative uniform increase of link capacity will make the network adaptive to the failures. unlike the case of ISP topologies, BA topology has many links that connects two nodes far apart because the length of links are not constrained by the physical length. This makes BA topology have a lot of long distance detouring paths, which decreases the concentration of the number of shortest paths on a link than ISP topologies.

3.3 Overview of conventional capacity dimensioning method

In this section we describes about the simple mechanism of conventional capacity dimensioning method used in the current ISP networks. Then we state about the simulation model to evaluate
Figure 6: Complementary cumulative distribution of number of paths that pass through a link
the conventional capacity dimensioning method. We evaluate this capacity dimensioning method to clarify the relationship between tolerance and amount of link capacity allocated on the links.

In conventional method, we introduce the over provisioning ratio \( R \). \( R \) is a ratio of the residual link capacity to the amount of traffic that flows on a link. If a link has a certain amount of traffic, say \( X \) bps, and over provisioning ratio \( R \) is given, the room of the capacity is configured as \( X \cdot R \) bps, and amount of the capacity of the link is set to \( X(1 + R) \).

Next we state about the simulation conditions for evaluation. To make things simpler, we use the number of shortest paths that pass on a link as the substitute for the amount of traffic on that link in this simulation. We consider all the shortest paths between all node pairs. The amount of traffic on a link as above can be considered to the amount of traffic generated by the uniform traffic matrix in the same topology.

If the amount of traffic and over provisioning ratio \( R \) are given, the required capacity is determined as \( X(1 + R) \). Next we introduce the following eight kinds of discrete bandwidth: respectively 100Mbps, OC–3 (150Mbps), OC–12 (600Mbps), OC–24 (1.2Gbps), OC–48 (2.4Gbps), OC–96 (4.8Gbps), OC–192 (9.6Gbps), and 19.6 Gbps. The one starts by "OC" is a name of the communication standard of SONET. For each links, one of the bandwidth that is larger than the required capacity \( X(1 + R) \) is selected. In order to allocate 9.6Gbps to the link with the highest capacity, we introduced a conversion ratio \( k \) as 1/5 Mbps per a path. With this ratio \( k \) we convert the number of shortest paths on a link into the corresponding link capacity or bandwidth.

In our evaluation, we choose three over provisioning ratio \( R \) as 1.0, 2.0, 4.0. We use the topologies shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, and we evaluate when link failures occur. The failure is simulated by simply deleting the link or the node on the network. After the deletion of link or node, we recalculate the number of shortest paths over each links and evaluate the amount of traffic.

We evaluate the conventional capacity dimensioning method in two measures. One is the amount of traffic exceeded the configured bandwidth as the tolerance to the failure. The other is the sum of the configured bandwidths for all links as the cost of investment. At last we clarify the relationship between the amount of exceeded traffic and the cost of investment that we evaluated above.
### Table 1: Topologies used in evaluation and its fundamental properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>name</th>
<th>number of nodes</th>
<th>number of links</th>
<th>type</th>
<th>gamma of power–law</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT&amp;T</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>1079</td>
<td>measurement</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprint</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>1029</td>
<td>measurement</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>1028</td>
<td>model based</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>1028</td>
<td>model based</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.3.1 Topologies

We describe about the topologies used in this evaluation. We focus on the four topologies of the topologies introduced in section 2.1: AT&T topology and Sprint topology as the measured ISP topologies, the topology based on BA model which has the power–law properties in its degree distribution and the topology based on ER model which has the exponential distribution in its degree distribution.

The number of nodes and links in each topologies are follows. The AT&T topology consists of 522 node 1079 links that is based on the result of the topology measurement project in ref. [21]. The Sprint topology is also obtained from topology measurement [21] and consists of 466 nodes 1029 links.

We generated the model–based topologies based on BA or ER models that have the same number of links and nodes to Sprint topology to compare them easily. In BA model, there are three parameters: the number of initial nodes $m_0$, the number of links added per node $m$, the total number of nodes $N$. Once we choose the number of node $N$, the number of the initial nodes $m_0$, the number of links added per node $m$ then the number of links is calculated to $m_0(m_0 - 1)/2 + m(N - m_0)$). We adjusted the number of added links per node $m$ with probability in order to get desired number of links and got the topology consists of 466 nodes and 1028 links. In ER model, we choose the probability $p$ moderately with which probability the links between two nodes, and we got the topology consists of 466 nodes and 1028 links.

Table 1 summarizes the fundamental properties of four topologies. Figure 4, figure 5 and figure 6 already showed the distribution of degrees and the distribution of link loads respectively. In next section, we describe about the failures we consider on these topologies.
3.3.2 Failure model

We describes about the failure model used in evaluation. We consider two failures. One is a random failure to a link that assumes the case that a link become unavailable by a failure of a part of a network equipment or the miss configuration of route settings. The other is an intentional attack to specific link that assumes the case that someone attacks the link to be failed or the worst case of random failure.

The failure is imitated by excluding the selected links from the network topology. In a random failure to the link, some links are selected from each topology at random. In the intentional attack to the link, the link with the number of node pairs that passes the link are selected sequentially. The number of links that break down is assumed to be from 1% to 10% of the number of links in the networks. We evaluated the number of failures from 5 to 90 at intervals of 5.

3.4 Evaluation of conventional method

3.4.1 Distribution of link capacity

To investigate the feature of a conventional capacity dimensioning method, we examine the distribution of the bandwidth allocated by the conventional method. Figure 7 shows the result. The horizontal axis is a value of bandwidth, vertical axis is a complementally cumulative distribution. We evaluated the cases of over provisioning ratio $R$ is 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0. Fig. 7 shows that the bandwidths are distributed widely in the topology of AT&T and Sprint. It also shows that the higher over provisioning ratio $R$ makes wider distribution of the bandwidth. In the topology based on ER model, there are smaller bandwidths in narrow range compared to the topologies of AT&T and Sprint. Moreover in ER topology, large bandwidth are rarely required when the over provisioning ratio $R$ becomes higher. In the topology by the BA model, the configured bandwidths are not too large though it has the similar distribution of degrees as the topologies of AT&T and Sprint. These characteristics in distribution of the bandwidth are similar to the one of the number of shortest paths described in Figure 6 of previous section. In the next section, we evaluate the relationship between tolerance to the failures and a cost of investments in conventional capacity dimensioning.
Figure 7: Complementary cumulative distribution of link capacity
3.4.2 Effects of over-provisioning against failures

In this section we examine the characteristic of the conventional capacity dimensioning method in case of random failures and intentional attack that described in section 3.3.2.

If a failure occurs in a network, the traffic that flows on the link detours and the amount of traffic of the specific link increases. In this section, at first, we evaluate the amount of traffic that exceeds the bandwidth of the link as the tolerance of conventional method against the failures. Next we evaluate the sum of the configured bandwidth on links as the investment amount. The number of failures is set to 3% of the 1028 links. Over provisioning ratio \( R \) of the conventional method is set to 0.0, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0.

**Tolerance to random failures**  
Figure 8 shows the relationship between the number of random failures and the amount of traffic that exceeds the allocated bandwidth. The horizontal axis indicates the number of failed links. The vertical axis is the amount of traffic that exceeds the allocated bandwidths in all links. The lines correspond to each over provisioning ratio \( R \).

This figure shows that if random failures occur, the amount of detoured traffic do not exceed the allocated bandwidth on each link in the topology of AT&T, the BA model and the ER model. In the topology of Sprint there is a little amount of traffic exceeds the allocated bandwidth with the over provisioning ratio is set to 0.0 or 1.0 though there is no traffic exceeds the link capacity with other ratio (\( R = 2.0, 4.0 \)).

Figure 9 shows the sum of the bandwidth allocated on all links in the network when the random failure occurred. The horizontal axis shows the number of failures and the vertical axis shows the sum of the amount of bandwidth and amount of traffic that exceeded the bandwidth. The value when the number of failures equals zero is the sum of the bandwidth allocated by the capacity dimensioning method. If this is small, the investment amount to the bandwidth is small. The other values are the summation of bandwidth and amount of traffic exceeds the bandwidth (e.g. shown in fig. 8), that is the sum of the required bandwidth by the failure.

This figure shows that the smaller over provisioning ratio \( R \) makes the amount of bandwidth required in the network smaller. Because the required bandwidth are flat in all topologies, we can say that the increase of traffic caused by this scale of random failure is smaller than over provisioned bandwidth. These results show that we can decrease the investment amount and enable the cost efficient capacity dimensioning by lowering the over provisioning ratio \( R \) in case of this.
scale of random failures.

**Tolerance to intentional attacks**  Next, we evaluate the tolerance to the intentional attack of the conventional capacity dimensioning method.

Figure 10 shows the relation of the number of failures and the amount of traffic that exceeds the link bandwidths when intentional attacks are performed in the networks configured by conventional capacity dimensioning method. In contrast to the random failures, there are large amount of traffic that exceeds the link capacity. In the topologies of AT&T and Sprint network, the amount of traffic that run over the bandwidth largely increases as the increase of the number of failures. On the other hand, in the topology based on BA model and ER model, there is little traffic exceeds the bandwidth when the over provisioning ratio $R$ is larger than 1.0. This shows that ER and BA topology is more tolerance to intentional attack than other ISP measured topologies. Although ref. [17] insists that BA topologies are less tolerant to ER model, the ISP topologies are much less tolerant than BA topologies.

Next we focus on the result when number of failures is around 30, which is a 3% of the number of links in each topologies. In AT&T and Sprint topologies, there are more than 40 Gbps of exceeding bandwidth on the network. This indicates the conventional method cannot assign the appropriate link capacity the links against traffic increase. On the other hand in BA model, there is little amount of exceeding traffic at the number of failures is 2% of all links when the over provisioning ratio $R = 1.0$. If we choose the ratio $R = 2.0$, over provisioning method works well as far as the 3% of all links fails. This indicates that conventional method works well in BA topology.

Figure 11 shows the sum of the required link capacity when the same intentional attacks are performed as in Fig.10. This shows that the smaller over provisioning ratio $R$ makes the sum of the bandwidth allocated in the network smaller. In this figure it is found that the amount of allocated bandwidth are almost the same in Sprint, BA and ER topologies. It is interesting that the similar investment amount makes different amount of traffic exceeds the configured bandwidth. It is also found that AT&T topology required double of investment amount with the same over provisioning ratio $R$ compared to the Sprint topology.
Figure 8: Amount of additional link capacity required when multiple failures occur: over-provisioning and random failures
Figure 9: Amount of total link capacity required when multiple failures occur: over-provisioning and random failures
Figure 10: Amount of additional link capacity required when multiple failures occur: over-provisioning and intentional attacks
Figure 11: Amount of total link capacity required when multiple failures occur: over-provisioning and intentional attacks
4 New capacity dimensioning method for power–law networks

In previous section, we evaluated the conventional capacity dimensioning method in ISP topologies and model–based topologies. Conventional method is much tolerant to the random failure, for example, the breakdown of 10% of links causes no traffic that exceeds the configured bandwidth in AT&T, BA and ER topologies. On the other hand, conventional method has large amount of traffic that exceeds the allocated bandwidth in case of intentional attack to the 1% of the links in ISP topologies. That is, the conventional method didn't assign the appropriate bandwidth for links against intentional attacks in ISP topologies. We also found that if we allocate the optimal bandwidth, the amount of the bandwidth allocated on the network will be improved by 50%. There is a room of improvement to lower the investment amount and adapt to intentional attacks by allocating bandwidth with a thought of intentional attacks.

In this section, we propose the capacity dimensioning method that has tolerance to the intentional attacks and lowers the investment amount. Our method aim to fully decrease the traffic exceeds over the allocated bandwidth with the breakdown of the 1% of links and to lower the sum of the allocated bandwidth on the network by intelligent capacity dimensioning.

4.1 Overview of proposed method

The conventional capacity dimensioning method has less tolerance to intentional attacks that have different characteristics compared to the that of random failures though conventional method has a tolerance to the random failures which leads the small increase of traffic that exceeds the allocated bandwidth. In order to work well with intentional attacks, we have to consider the peculiar characteristics in the distribution of its increase of traffics. In this section, we propose a new capacity dimensioning method that predicts the distribution of increasing traffic generated by intentional attacks, by overlapping the distribution of all intentional attacks to single link. The outline is shown as follows.

First of all, we focus on the number of the detoured shortest path that passes over the link when single failure occurs in a network, and we calculate the basic distribution of the increase of traffic. Let init(l) to be the number of shortest paths that passes the link l when there is no failures, load(l, x) to be the number of shortest paths that passes over the link l when another link x went down. Then let max_diff(l) to be the maximum number of shortest paths increased by a single failure as
In proposed method A, we simply assume the amount of traffic increased by the failure of $N$ links is the same to $N$ times of a case of single failure. We define $\text{cap}_1(l)$ as the number of shortest paths that each link will receive in worst case, as equation 6. Here $N$ is the number of failures to be assumed to occur.

$$\text{cap}_1(l) = \max_{x \subset L} \text{diff}(l) \times N + \text{init}(l)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

In proposed method B, we assume the amount of traffic increased by $N$ link failures is the same to a summation of largest $N$ cases of single failure. Let $\text{topsum}(l,N)$ to be a summation of largest $N$ values of $\text{load}(l,x)$ for changing $x$, and we set $\text{cap}_2(l)$ as the number of shortest paths that link$(l)$ would receives as equation 7.

$$\text{cap}_2(l) = \text{topsum}(l,N) + \text{init}(l)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

The bandwidth allocated on links are chosen based on $\text{cap}_1(l)$ and $\text{cap}_2(l)$ by the same way used in section 3.3, that is we use proportional constant $k$ as $1/5$ Mbps/path and select the bandwidth larger than $k \cdot \text{cap}_1(l)$, $k \cdot \text{cap}_2(l)$ respectively.

### 4.2 Evaluation of proposed method

In this section we evaluate the amount of traffic that exceeds the bandwidth of the link as the tolerance of conventional method against the failures, the sum of the configured bandwidth on links as the investment amount, that are same measures used in section 3.4. Our proposed method aim to decrease the exceeding traffic over the bandwidth and reduce the investment amount for bandwidth in the network when 1% of the links are broken by intentional attack.

#### 4.2.1 Tolerance to random failures

Figure 12 and figure 13 show the evaluation result of proposed method 1 when random failures are performed in the network. Figure 14 and figure 14 are the evaluation results of proposal method 2. In both cases proposed method can decrease the exceeding traffic though the amount of allocated bandwidth is larger than conventional methods.
Figure 12: Amount of additional link capacity required when multiple failures occur: proposed method A and random failures
Figure 13: Amount of total link capacity required when multiple failures occur: proposed method A and random failures
Figure 14: Amount of additional link capacity required when multiple failures occur: proposed method B and random failures
Figure 15: Amount of total link capacity required when multiple failures occur: proposed method B and random failures
4.2.2 Tolerance to intentional attack

Figure 16 shows the relations of the number of links broken by intentional attack and the amount of traffic exceeding the bandwidth on links. The supposed number of failures $N$ which is a parameter of the proposed method is set to 1, 3 and 5. The over provisioning ratio in conventional method is set to 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0. Figure 17 also shows the amount of the bandwidth allocated by the each method at that time.

In the topology of Sprint network, proposed method with $N = 3$ lower the amount of exceeding traffic and uses amount of allocated bandwidth in the network at 260 Gbps at the 10 link failures. The conventional method with over provisioning ratio $R = 4.0$ reduces the similar amount of exceeding traffic and allocates 440 Gbps. Proposed method decreases the same amount of exceeding traffic and reduces the amount of allocated bandwidth by 40% than that of conventional method. In AT&T topology, our method decreases the amount of allocated bandwidth by 33% than that of conventional method. On the other hand, in BA topology, our proposed method with $N = 3$ only reduces the amount of allocated bandwidth by 24% though it decreases all the exceeding traffic at 10 failures. In ER topology, proposed method with $N = 3$ only reduces the amount of allocated bandwidth by 18% than that of conventional method tough it decreases all the exceeding traffics at 10 failures.

There results show that our proposed method is effective in the topologies with power–law distribution of degrees such as AT&T or Sprint network. In contrast, our proposed method doesn’t work well in topology based on ER model, which has non power–law degree distribution and narrow range of bandwidth. Our method performed worked middle between Sprint and ER topology. This is because BA topology has the middle range of bandwidth distribution between Sprint and ER topology, shown in fig. 7.

Figure 18 and figure 19 shows the evaluation results of proposed method B. This method with $N = 10$ decreases at most of exceeding traffic when 10 failures occurred. But that figure shows proposed method A with adjusted parameter $N$ decreases can lower the amount of exceeding traffic than proposed method B.
Figure 16: Amount of additional link capacity required when multiple failures occur: proposed method A and intentional attacks
Figure 17: Amount of total link capacity required when multiple failures occur: proposed method A and intentional attacks
Figure 18: Amount of additional link capacity required when multiple failures occur: proposed method B and intentional attacks
Figure 19: Amount of total link capacity required when multiple failures occur: proposed method B and intentional attacks
5 Conclusion

In this thesis, the link capacity in power–law networks has investigated. We have evaluated the link capacity by applying over–provisioning method, and have found that distribution of link capacity in power–law networks also exhibits power–law attribute. It has also found that the simple over provisioning method works well in topologies generated by BA model in the case of random link failures. However, in the case of intentional attacks, the over provisioning method causes over–utilization on some links. We have revealed that ISP topologies have a structural property such that large number of links requires low link capacity, while small number of links requires high link capacity. We therefore proposed a capacity dimensioning method that simply utilizes the structural properties by calculating the increase of traffic in case of single failures for each link. Evaluation results showed that our proposed method reduces 40% of the amount of link capacity compared to the over–provisioning method.
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